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Case Study
FX Grant is a trading platform that focuses on
promoting its services to beginners and
professional Forex traders.
Customer: FX Grant
Project: FX Grant ASP.NET and PHP
development
Type: Web development
Requirements: Elinext’s priority task on this
project was to analyze FX Grant platform
which includes web application in ASP.NET, an
affiliate website in PHP and an application
which uses MetaQuotes API for MetaTrader 4.
The second step aimed at fixing the main
server, a client’s cabinet and registration
forms. During the final step an Elinext PHP
team had to fix the affiliate website.
Challenge: Project challenges included the
following:
-

The teams worked within a very tight
time frame to reduce the platform idle
Elinext engineers had to investigate
and deploy the system without any
detailed documentation as only short

-

description of the platform was
provided by the customer
All the platform components had to
work stable and reliable after bug fixing
and deployment

Solution: Solution: Elinext responded promptly
to the request and organized dedicated teams
for all the components of the system. Elinext
engineers analyzed and fixed the issues with a
minimum idle time.
Results: Elinext PHP and ASP.NET engineers
managed to analyze the environment, find the
issues, fix the existing bugs of the platform and
run all the components within 24 hours. All the
bugs and configuration problems were
documented in details and explained to the
customer. The system were tested and
successfully deployed on live servers.
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Region: Worldwide
Industry: Financial Services
Engagement model: Hourly rate model
Technologies: ASP.NET, MS SQL, C++, MetaTrader 4, PHP, MySQL
Duration: 24 hours
Staff: 3 developers
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